AID mutates a non-immunoglobulin transgene independent of chromosomal position.
It is unknown how activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID) targets immunoglobulin (Ig) genes during somatic hypermutation. Results to date are difficult to interpret: while some results argue that Ig genes have special sequences that mobilize AID, other work shows that non-Ig transgenes mutate. In this report, we have examined the effects of the intronic mu enhancer on the somatic hypermutation rates of a retroviral vector. For this analysis, we used centroblast-like Ramos cells to capture as much of the natural process as possible, used AIDhi and AIDlow Ramos variants to ensure that mutations are AID induced, and measured mutation of a GFP-provirus to achieve greater sensitivity. We found that mutation rates of the non-Ig provirus were AID-dependent, were similar at different genomic loci, but were approximately 10-fold lower than the V-region suggesting that AID can mutate non-Ig genes at low rates. However, the intronic mu enhancer did not increase the mutation rates of the provirus. Interestingly, exogenous over-expression of AID revealed that the V-region mutation rate can be saturated by lower levels of AID than the provirus, suggesting that selective mutation of Ig sequences is compromised in cells that over-express AID.